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   After MESSENGER explorations one could crystallize an idea of nature of this  

innermost planet of the Solar system. It has on the whole dull low albedo surface with 

 small variations in compositions of Mg-rich Fe-poor large tectonic units. Only widespread 

 small hollows and their groups with darker and brighter haloes brighten this dull 

landscape. The relief variations are small (maximum 10 km, but normally within 3-5 km), 

much less than on other rocky planets. The large iron core making the planet’s density high 

leaves a modest place for mantle. Atmosphere is practically absent notwithstanding strong 

 degassing, and this is due to strong cleaning by the solar wind. All mentioned peculiarities 

 could be explained by the Mercury’s position in the innermost zone. This was done even  

before the first orbital explorations just on a basis of the wave planetology connecting  

planets’ properties with their orbital characteristics [ 1, 2].  

     Surprising many planetologists the high sulfur presence in Mercury, not justified by its 

 position in the hot inner zone was, however, practically predicted by a new model of  

primordial matter differentiation in a rotating gas-dust cloud [ 3, 4]. This cloud consisting 

 of gas and mixture of solids with various densities under rotation produces concentration  

of heavy particles in the inner zone. This process is well known for prospectors making 

 heavy concentrations (schlich) with use of a spiral separator. There separation of heavies 

 is made by descending and rotating in a spiral water-sand mixture. This model for 

 differentiation of a planetary system was presented at LPSC [3, 4]. At that time nobody 

 could imagine volatile sulfur in the inner hot zone. In  [1] is written “It is suggested that 

 primary accretion minerals in some meteorites and probably also in the larger bodies of 

 the Solar system are united by nearness of their densities rather than by temperatures of 

 their condensation out of the protoplanet gas (for example, common association of iron 

 and troilite, association of carbonaceous matter and light Ca-Al rich inclusions in 

 carbonaceous chondrites”. Thus iron-nickel metals and troilite could be together in the 

 Mercury’s accretion zone. 

     Compacting Mercury squeezes out its volcanic melts and degasses. Many aligned along 

 fissures pits are degassing vents (Fig. 3). Relatively less volatile sulfur compounds 

 complete this process leaving very spectacular halos around hollows (a kind of fumaroles 

 deposits) (Fig. 4, 5). Areas where hollows are especially numerous are distinguished by 

 higher S, Ca, Mg in X-ray measurements [5, 6 ]. The northern volcanic plains occupying 

 considerable low-relief space (Fig. 1) could be compared with the terrestrial Northern Ice 

 Ocean (Arctic) in respect of a relative size and its position on the globe (Fig.2). 

Strengthening  this comparison is an antipodean but uplifted and highly cratered area 

around the Mercury’s South Pole (= terrestrial Antarctic?). This interplanet comparison put 

question at the plate tectonic origin of the Northern Ice Ocean. Both the terrestrial and 

mercurian antipodalities are tied to the wave structurizing [1, 2]. 
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Fig. 1   Northern topography of Mercury. PIA16951. Polar stereographic projection, extending 

southward to 65˚ N, with 0˚ longitude at the bottom. The diameter of this projection is 2130 km.        

Fig. 2.  Northern  Ice Ocean of Earth 
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  Fig. 3. The perpendicular lines crossing Stevenson crater (134 km in diameter) on  Mercury are 

fissures filled with degassing crater chains. PIA14220. Central latitude 1.79˚ N, longitude 216.2˚E.  

Fig. 4.   Raditladi crater with bright hollows placed in a collar of the inner peak ring (PIA16740). 

Crater diameter is 257 km. Central latitude 26.29˚ N, longitude 119.1˚ E.   Fig. 5.    Basho crater  

(PIA16625) withboth low-reflectance ejecta and  high-reflectance deposits thought to be hollows. 

Diameter ~75 km. Central latitude 32.47˚ S, longitude 189.2˚ E.  



                                                                                

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


